WIND DIRECTIONAL CHIMNEY CAP MAINTENANCE

Luxury Metals Wind Directional Chimney Cap Installation & Maintenance

Wind directional cap hoods cannot be assembled incorrectly, due to the varied bolt size on the mounting plate.

- Unscrew the wing nuts and position the hood on the flat portion of the spindle
- Insert the threaded ends through the holes and tighten the wing nuts with pliers
- Larger model caps have a metal tab that must be bent around the spindle to secure the top cap in place
- Use a carpenter level to make sure that the cap base is level on the pipe
- Use sheet metal screws to secure the round collar to the chimney pipe and test the cap for proper swivel action
- Most Wind Caps will never need maintenance, although excessive use will require creosote cleaning and periodic greasing
- If cap becomes sluggish, clean chimney soot from under the hood and apply high temperature grease to grease zerk
- High temperature grease (450 degrees or higher) can be found at most automotive repair shops as well as fuel wholesalers

To Order Visit:  www.luxurymetals.com  or Phone: 206-406-7346